The London School of Astrology

Learn astrology online in your own time

Study with us from anywhere in the world
Join over 10,000 students who have been taught by
Frank Clifford and his LSA team over the years in a
dozen countries around the globe and online.
In the coming months, we’ll be uploading courses
for all levels of study – whether you’re an absolute
beginner or looking to use astrology professionally.
Each of the 9 courses offers 18 hours of prerecorded videos (with tutor and presentation) and at

least 6 live (also recorded) Q&A sessions (Sunday
evenings, UK time, 75 mins each) – available for a
year. You’ll receive a wealth of learning materials,
articles to read (and a recommended reading list),
free lectures and optional homework (allow a couple
of hours for reading each class and a couple of hours
to do the assignments). Below is a quick summary of
the subjects we cover each year.

£255 per course (incl. all materials and access to a course’s videos, assignments, Q&As for 12 months)

Year One: Our Foundation Course

Learn the essential tools and ‘language’ of astrology: the zodiac signs, planets, aspects and
houses; work on your own charts and the horoscopes of people in the news, and start to spot
and synthesize major chart themes. You’ll also learn astrology in ‘real time’ by watching
charts animated dynamically using the latest software.
This year of study is ideal if you are: a beginner; wanting to revise the basics or fill in
the gaps; self-taught or have been reading about astrology for years but want to broaden/
ground your knowledge and receive help filling in the gaps.
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Course 101 •	Signs and Planets – Introducing the horoscope wheel; data; learning the
glyphs; sign divisions (elements and modes); introducing the Big Three
(Sun, Moon, ASC); exploring the zodiac signs; the luminaries (Sun and
Moon) and the lunation cycle; introducing Mercury to Pluto.

Course 102 •	Angles, Houses and Aspects – Chart shapings; the four angles and
twelve houses; the issue of house division; house rulership and the chart
ruler; decans and degrees; finding aspects; major and minor aspects; the
Void Moon; retrogradation; introducing the Nodes.

Course 103 •	Synthesising the Fundamentals – Mix and match: planets in sign,
planets in combination, signs in combination, sign polarities; introducing
Chiron and other bodies; planetary strength; finding signatures in the
horoscope; interpretation exercises; synthesising chart factors.
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• Enrol on a course at any time
• Receive advice and support every step of the way
• Learn with some of the greatest teachers in the field – tutors and
acclaimed writers who are experts in humanistic, psychological,
evolutionary, mundane or traditional astrology
• Study for self-knowledge or enjoyment, or take our optional
assignments to attain an internationally-recognized professional
qualification
• Watch the videos and Q&As on any device with internet access and
download the handouts, articles and presentations

Need any additional information? Email us: admin@londonschoolofastrology.co.uk

Year Two: Our Intermediate Course

During this exciting year of study, you’ll develop your skills in interpretation and forecasting
with class examples and live client work. You’ll be introduced to forecasting methods such
as transits, planetary cycles, solar arc directions, secondary progressions, and returns. You’ll
also learn essential tools and techniques for today’s working astrologer, including locational
(astro-maps) and mundane astrology, plus the art of synastry (chart comparison).
This year of study is ideal if you are: familiar with the basics of astrology (signs, planets,
aspects, houses); keen to develop your interpretation skills and knowledge of forecasting; in
need of guidance with natal charts and transits.
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Course 201 •	Advanced Interpretation; Forecasting and Transits – Natal interpretation
practice; interpreting configurations (incl. t-squares); forecasting
principles and guide; transits and generic life cycles; forecasting diary.
Course 202 •	Forecasting Methods – Which forecasting method when?; solar and
lunar returns; symbolic systems of forecasting: solar arc directions and
secondary progressions; combining forecasting methods; lunar gestation
cycle; Huber life clock; profections.
Course 203 •	Mundane, Locational and Synastry – mundane (world and political)
astrology; locational astrology (astrocartography, the relocated chart,
local space); synastry (relationship compatibility and assessment);
parental and sibling significators.

The London School of Astrology

www.londonschoolofastrology.com

Use the web address above to sign up for the latest
offers and notifications. If you have more questions,
feel most welcome to contact us:
Email: admin@londonschoolofastrology.co.uk
Tel: 020 8402 7772 (non-UK +442084027772)
Our postal address (cheques payable to ‘LSA’; £255
per course) is LSA, BCM Planets, London WC1N 3XX.

We also offer an online Diploma course on Modern
Hand Analysis (Palmistry) and will be offering online
tarot courses in 2020.If you’d like to attend our London
courses or Saturday seminars, check out our other
website www.londonschoolofastrology.co.uk and if
you’re in London, visit the iconic Astrology Shop in
Covent Garden (78 Neal Street, WC2H 9PA) for books,
gifts, cards, computerized reports and software.

Need to chat further for advice on where to start? Call us on 020 8402 7772 (Mon-Fri 10am to 5pm)

Year Three: Our Advanced Course

This is also known as our Professional Training Apprenticeship Programme and is designed
for those of you planning to take your astrology further.
This year of study is ideal if you have a good grounding in astrology and wish to:
• Raise your astrology to a professional standard and prepare for client work
• Synthesize and prioritize chart themes and articulate placements
• Explore symbols; engage in creative and spontaneous interpretations
• Use biography to follow trails and hear people ‘speak their charts’
• Participate in live client sessions and student-tutor dialogues
• Apply counselling skills and explore the astrologer-client relationship
• Use vocational, electional and horary tools for yourself and your clients
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Course 301 •	Moments in Time: Electional and Horary– electional astrology; horary
astrology; reading event charts; live client work.

Course 302 •	Vocation, Money and Health – Vocational astrology/career counselling;
money and wealth, employment, skills, blocks and earning potential; the
astrology of wellbeing, symptoms and disease; live client work.
Course 303 •	Becoming an Astrologer – Rectification; physicality/body language;
articulating the chart; counselling skills and dialogue; working with
clients; interpreting the consultation chart; preparing for consultations;
you as an astrologer; live client work.

